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Abstract: Evaluation of the Air Defence (AD) efficiency in the NATO countries is a little bit
different then the in the Czech Army used method. In this paper we will mention two basic
ways of the operational efficiency evaluation of the AD groupment.
The first way is based on the value analysis using and one of the main tools is the
TASCFORM1 method. This method establishes operational potential of the air defence device
(ADAs) and AD groupment. The second way of the operational efficiency evaluation group is
used so, such as in the Czech Army, mathematical devices of the operational analysis. It uses
criterion of the efficiency evaluation (MOE ´s - Measures Of Effectiveness), which are
opposite to criterion used in the Czech Army simplified and rather can be called “AD
principles”. It means that, if we first create operational AD groupment and then are they
evaluated, but in NATO it is different.
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Value criterion of the AD device efficiency
Part of the decision about usability and practicality of some type of ADAs is objective
evaluation of its tactical-technical level. For these evaluations coming out from inputs from
the TTD2 and from expert estimation it is necessary to use corresponding procedures. One of
them is value analysis, which presenting set of more criterion methods leading to the choice
of optimal decision according to given criterions (constrained conditions). One of the method
is the method PATTERN 3. Beside the application of this method we calculate for every
weighted parameter an change index of the parameter according to basic value of this
parameter so, that the improving of the parameter were always expressed by growth of the
index from value 1,00. Then are in this method created „ significance weights“ of the
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weighted parameter. Based on this method is with modification created a method
TASCFORM, which calculates the efficiency rate of separate weapon systems and then we
can calculate also a operational potential of the military forces. The calculation is made in
following steps:
1) WEAPON POTENTIAL expresses the basic system of the weapon efficiency. It is
based on given normed tactical-technical parameters of weapon system and with help
appropriated coefficients it characterizes the meaning of the individual parameters in
the typical operation situations:
-

weight of the operation charge;

-

weapon range;

-

projectile maneuvering ability;

-

system mobility.

2) POTENTIAL OF THE WEAPON SYSTEM takes into account in addition to basic
tactical-technical characteristics also influence of the adversary and the environment
on the weapon capability to fulfill given task.
3) UNITED POTENTIAL OF THE WEAPON SYSTEM is third and last step in the
evaluation of the individual weapon system, which in the evaluation includes the
influence of the relative obsolescence and a manner of the firing devices and
ammunition replenishment tactical ordering.
4) FORCES POTENTIAL is the basic efficiency criterion of the forces level.
5) FORCES EKVIVALENT POTENTIAL is a efficiency criterion, which associates the
above technological factors on the individual system level.
Parts (areas) of the weapon and forces evaluation for value criterions assessment are
shown on the Fig. 1 (steps 1 and 2) and Fig. 2 (steps 3-5).
TASCFORM methodology respects AD weapon systems dividing according to range of
their actuating, but at once it evaluates possibilities of their using in different AD tasks, which
could be:
1) Object AD, where the AD systems are placed in the near of the defended objects, to protect
them against aircrafts purposely fly into the protected area.
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Fig.1: Operational potentials diagram of the weapon system according to TASCFORM
2) Zonal (spatial) AD, where AD systems are shooting the targets flying their activity zone
(area), also such which are determined to actuating against objects in other areas.
3) Mobile AD, where the AD systems are incorporated into maneuvering elements of ground
forces, protect them and are associated to the logistics and C34 of the battlefield.

As was already mentioned, with regard to weight coefficient variability of the tasks, the
same system will have different efficiency according to task, to which it is determined.
Because the task Nr. 3. is typical for SHORAD (VSHORAD) it is not necessary to consider
previous tasks for SHORAD (VSHORAD).
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Fig. 2: Operational potentials diagram of the armed forces according to TASCFORM

Efficiency evaluation
Second way how to evaluate AD operational groupment efficiency enables determine
the system performance based on the result of the simulations with using MOE´s, which are:
MOE B – Firing equability (the same firing power in all directions) gives, how big firing
performance matches to the power of the adversary from all directions. Evaluation is
expressed by circle diagram of the firing device. The middle of this diagram is identical with
the middle of the battle formation. In our criterions is possible to compare this parameter with
firing density.
MOE D – Depth defence (synergistic effect in the depth of the defence) indicates, that the
targets can be shouted more than one times. MOE D has two components:
Component D1 - Primary MOE. Primary element of the depth defence is rate of the
targets flight trajectory, which include two and more face-offs5 before arriving defended area,
to the whole number of targets flight trajectory.
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Component D2 - Secondary MOE concur on the primary element and evaluates how
many face-offs is realized before arriving the middle of the defence area.
MOE E – Timely engagement (firing execution before arrive the task fulfillment border of the
air attack device). Generally is valid, that the result depends mostly on task fulfillment line
interpretation of the air attack device. MOE E has three components:
Component E1 - Primary MOE is rate of the targets, on which was actuated earlier
than arriving the estimated weapon release line, to the number of air objects, which actuate
over the estimated weapon release line.
Component E2 (EExt1) – Secondary MOE1 is related to moment of the first face-off
on the estimated weapon release line. It is used only for the targets, which could be destroyed
before the estimated weapon release line. This value is denoted in seconds. This MOE is more
relevant when the primary MOE E value is increased.
Component E3 (EExt2) – Secondary MOE2 express the mean value of the face-offs
number realized before estimated weapon release line for air targets. Correction includes
decrease of the whole MOE E value for next face-off before the estimated weapon release
line.
MOE M – Mutual support (securing of the defence of the cooperating air defence devices).
Mutual support determines level in which the firing device protects by fire any other air
defence device. This efficiency evaluation uses evaluated estimated weapon release line
(EWRL).
For clearance of MOE it is necessary to understand the term supported track. Supported
track is such which comes across EWRL of some location C26 and the target is on this
trajectory shot, because it arrives EWRL. MOE M has four components:
MOE M1 – Dead zone. For individual weapon system is it the rate of supported tracks
number to whole tracks number, which come across EWRL of the evaluated device.
Nevertheless its shoots are counted. Calculation is made for every control cells with EWRL
and the average of these parts is called “Dead zone”.
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MOE M2 – Nonparticipant units. This component equals to dead zone except such faceoffs, which doesn’t consider control cells in the same time. Thus the value will not be higher
then the dead zone value.
MOE M3 – Dead zone (extra) express the rate of the C2 supported locations number to
their whole number. C2 location is supported, when all tracks which come across its EWRL
are in time shot by other device.
MOE M4 - Nonparticipant units (extra). The unit is calculated from the dead zone M3
except such face-offs, which doesn’t consider control cells in the same time. Thus the value
will not be higher then the dead zone value.
MOE 0 – Shooting areas overlaying (provision multiple shoot in the area). It evaluates the
efficiency of the shooting areas overlaying and is given by rate of the targets fly tracks
number, which are covered by shooting area to the whole target fly tracks. Track is covered,
when could be realized at least three face-offs, and two next makes one C2 location and one
face-off. In the AD of the Czech army is this called “ - mutual overlap coefficient.
MOE W – Covering evenness (fixed fire in the direction of the maximum threat). Covering
evenness criterion represents level of the firing power concentration in the partial defence
sectors, which are part of the whole defended area (target sector).
The AD study created by TNO-FEL (TNO Physics and Electronics Laboratory,
Netherlands) is intended to armed forces support beside acquisition, development and
distribution of the AD systems. For quantitative analysis has TNO-FEL developed different
tools and models, which are necessary for elaboration of such study. One of these models is
INDIA7, which is intended to analyze battle formation design and it uses mentioned MOE
criterion. The INDIA model enables battle formation analysis, when they are created in the
FELCOP software.

Interactive planning model philosophy for AD design
Model INDIA calculates and draft different types of face-off diagrams, which are based
on the digitalized terrain database. These diagrams represent capabilities of the operating
against adversary from the firing posts around the protected place.
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Together with the face-offs diagrams should the model give to the AD operation centers
enough information about objective choice of the battle formation in dependence on the AD
task, which is determined by six directives:
- uniform fire;
- covering evenness;
- timely engagement;
- depth defence;
- firing territory overlapping;
- mutual support.
Face-off diagrams
Model INDIA is includes by face-off place determination (e.g. missile with target)
influence of some factors:
1. Terrain – it influences the moment of camouflage and noncamouflage.
2. AD system
-

C2 system;

-

sensors characteristics;

-

weapons characteristics;

-

system items location (sensors and firing pad);

-

engagement logic, including time of the face-off in different engagement phases.

3. Air attack device/air target – including, height of flight, speed and the air object
characteristics.
INDIA uses digital terrain databases DLMS8. Based on this database and the height of
flight could be assessed camouflaged and noncamouflaged locations for every possible target
track.
Description of AD system contains data (spatial border of sensors efficiency a and
temporal delays) for the main operation model. Simulation model is integrated into INDIA
with the aim to calculate for every individual track of the target the capture place.
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Simulation model traces basic time axis of the detection (first identification – target
priority determination, target tracking, second identification - capture/allocation of the
weapon), decision about fire, guiding, destruction evaluation.
INDIA gradually computes the locations of the first, second, and the next face-offs on
every modeled track of the target flight. Computed locations are then drawn in the face-off
diagram. There are two possible threat variations:
1. Threat from one direction;
2. Threat from all direction.
In the case of one direction threat there are defined equidistant and parallel traces in the
whole width enfoldment. The face-off locations are computed for every individual targets
flying lengthwise every track. The line of the face-off (first, n or the last one) is then created
by connecting of the computed targets.
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Fig. 3: Rough flowchart of the INDIA model
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Trajectorie are in the case of all direction threat defined to the middle or referent point
(in the case of protected place). The face-off lines are determined as in the case of ane
direction threat.
The face-off diagram in the case of one direction threat enables to evaluate the defence
area groupment against the threat from one direction. The face-off diagram in the case all
directions threat is intended to show the case of dot defence situation.
INDIA is developed as an interactive planning AD tool, which is intended for solving
face-off prediction problem. INDIA gives an objective evaluation for AD development in the
graphical and numerical form. Present is the INDIA model used for creation some AD
groupment and for efficiency studies in the TNO-FEL.
At the end we can say, that the command of NATO is not judging operational
capabilities AD forces in the same way as it is in the Czech army. Though is possible to say,
that the initial idea of both systems is similar. In our thinking about the weapon system quality
evaluation and AD groupment in the TASCFORM method are in the NATO system included
similar influences and parameters as are used in the Czech Army (destroy capabilities,
altitudinal and distance range, temporal firing capabilities, command and control system
influences on the fire results and so on.). In the efficiency evaluation (MOEs) uses NATO
command authority similar indicators like they are in the Czech Army, which also uses
operational analysis. Methods and criterions used to AD efficiency evaluation in the Czech
Army are more detailed and complex and so they are more near to the praxis in the troops.
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